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In common use for traffic speed control is a 
Doppler radar gun. The basic principle of OP- 

eration of these guns is that the radar signal 
reflected from a moving vehicle is shifted in 
frequency by an amount directly proportional 
to the speed of the vehicle relative to the 
radar gun. Intrinsically one sees that such n 
radar gun is a frequency measuring device. 
The typical way of calibrating these radar 
guns is to place in front of the gun a vibrating 
tuning fork which produces a reflected signal 

to which the radar responds as though it were a moving vehicle. 
There exists a well-known relationship between this signal and the 
speed of the vehicle provided the radar frequency is known. 

A question raised by the judiciary system is how does one know 
that a tuning fork used to calibrate a radar grin is at that certain 

* Presentation was wade by Mr. Alluu. 
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specified frequency. Because of this question, several of these tuning 
forks have been brought to the Frequency & Time Standards Sec- 
tion of the National Bureau of Standards (X'BS) in Boulder, 
Colorado for calibration. For esample, the radar guns now operat- 
ing, using the Federal Comniunicatioii Commission (FCC) allo- 
cated frequency of 10 525 9IHz (a "Hz" historically was designated 
cycle per second), have a 50 miles per hour calibration point using 
a tuning fork with a vibration frequency of 1669.54 Hz. 

The demand for this calibration has iiicreased to the point where 
i t  has become quite clear that it should be set up as an ongoing 
service. It seemed out of the contest of the SBS mission and logis- 
tically difficult to provide this service nationwide. However. n reti- 
sonable alternative seemed to be to have the states' staiidarcls 
laboratories provide this service. A pilot program was set up with 
the Colorado State Standards Laboratory to demonstrate feasibility 
o€ a measurement system which would have traceability to NBS. 

However, the possession of even an NBS calibrated tuning fork 
is not enough. Some of the available FCC allocated frequencies for 
law enforcement radar include 10525 MHz and 24150 MHz; the 
vast majority of current imlar guns use the 10 525 MHz allocation. 
Suppose, for example, that n radar instrument which was designed 
for 10 525 MHz had a micro~rave oscillator which was cletuned (out- 
side the FCC allocation) to 12 000 MHz; then that radar instrument 
would measure a vehicle which was actually traveling 50 mph as 
traveling 57 mph even though a 50 mpli tuning fork made for that 
gun would cause it to read 30 niph. Similarly. if a 50 mph tuning 
fork made for a 21 150 MHz type radar gun were used to calibrate 
n properly functioning 10525 MHz type radar gun it would muse 
the latter to read 115 mpli! For the protection of all parties, it is 
essential that both the frequency of the radar signal as well as that 
of the radar instruiiient's ncconipanying tuning fork be certified as 
correct within accepted acciiracieh. To directly measure the frequency 
of the radar signal is a nontrivinl prohlem requiring sophisticated 
equipment ; however, an indirect ineasurelnent of the radar frequency 
which can be easily impleineiitecl in the field is outlined below. 

Fortunately. the microwave oscillators typically used in most radai- 
guns have proven to 1)e very stable. and being solid state devices 
they endure the rigors of field usage (e.g., shock. vibration, large 
temperature and car battery voltage variations) and still read ac- 
ciirately, i.e., f 1 mph. The FCC allocation tolerance is comparablr 
to an accuracy of f 0.1 mph at 50 mph, and two of the major vendors 
in this country. which have sold about 20.000 radar guns, report 
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that of the ones returned for ~epai is  and niaintenallce almost none 
of them were outside the FCC allocation tolerance. It is still reconi- 
mended, however, that the law erlforcenlelit officer using the radar 
gun occasionally check the radar frecluency by transporting the gu~i 
in a vehicle with a calibmted speedometer, and while pointing the 
gun at  a stationary object compare the radar gun’s reading with that 
of the calibrated speedometer. The readings should agree within 2 
percent (It 1 mph at $0 niph) if the radar frequency is correct within 
1 percent, the angle of pointing of the radar gun is within about 8’ 
of the direction of motion of the vehicle. and the speedometer is 
calibrated to within 2 111iph. 
The above procedure 01- one eqiii\-alent to it is mandutory for ~ 0 1 1 1 -  

pleteness because of tho way the Doppler equation is used in ]nost 
speed radar instruments. The Doppler equation may be written : 

Av 2.L! Cos0 - -- 
9 

V c 
where v is the radar microwave carrier frequency transmitted by the 
gun, AV is the radar signal received by the gun as reflected back from 
the moving rehicle minus V .  I* is the approach velocity of the moving 
vehicle relative to the ground. o is the angle between the pointing 
direction of the gun and the direction of travel of the vehicle, and c 
is the propagation velocity of the radar signal. Most. if not all, 
radar guns are constructed to simply measure AV under the assump- 
tion that 0 is zero (0) ,  and that is within the Federal Communi- 
cation Coriiniission (FCC) frequency allocation. Vnder these as- 
suniptions the piin ctin lw niade to directly calculatt- and display the 
value of u well within a 1 percent error. The tuning fork placed in 
front of properly operating rtidar gun siinply generates the signal 
Av commensurate for sonw velocity v iinder the sanir assumption 
that if the tuning fork’s frequency is right the radar gin’s reading 
will be right. However. if a gun’s rtidar signal 1) is off in frequency 
(outside the FCC allocation) then this radar pin’s indicated velocity 
of R vehicle will be off by a11 iiinoiint directly proportional to the 
a~iiount v is off from the iillocation :issumrcl in the design of that gun. 
even though t i  tuning fork ilsetl to calibrate the pin pave the right 
pun vclocity indication. The probalility of being outsiclo the FCC 
sllocntion seems qiiite reniote tind ?ience the assumption made above 
is very ~ ~ c ~ a s n ~ i a h l c ~ - m a l ~ i ~ i ~  t lit1 trining fork nidhod n more con- 
venient nirthod in the ficltl of ~ h c d ~ i i i ~  the ~*atlar gun. A11 that re- 
itiniris is to drteimiine a prwodiirP which will I~SSIIIT  that thc tuning 
fork’s frryuency is right. 
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NBS recommended a11 equipment configuration for culibrating 
the radar gun's tuning fork that woulcl h relatively easy to set u p  
and operate, reasonably inexpensive, uiid yet with sufficient nccurncy 
traceable to the primary frequency reference operated by XBS. The 
following is our first effort to achieve the above goals. 

[/561 

Microphone Amplifier Frequency 
Fork 8 Counter 

FIOUEE 1 

Tuning 

In figure 1 there remains the unresolved question of how does one 
know the reference frequency standard in tlic frequency counter is 
correct? Figure 2 shows R relatively inespensive uiihwer to t l i ih  

question : 

Amplifier Filter Frequency 

(303) 499-7111 
WWV Time-of-dav Service 

FIOUEE 2 

Counter 

The format for the Standard Time and Frequncy broadcasts of 
NBS radio station WWV provides a continuous 600 Hz tone during 
every odd minute froin 0 seconds to 45 seconds except for a 0.04 
second hole where the second's tick occurs, and except for minutes 
9, 45, 47, 49, and 51 of every hour. Using this method with the fre- 
quency counter set a t  a sample time of 1 second or a multiple of one 
second, one can calibrate the frequency counter to h t t e r  than 0.4 
percent as limited by current telephone frequency fidelity specifica- 
tions. Only 1 percent accuracy is required for the tuning forks. 

The equipment configurations in figures 1 and 2 have k e n  tested 
for ease of use and for cross country telephone signal-to-noise 
problems on the telephone and aere  very satisfactory. The eqiiip- 
ment cost of the components we used was about $500.00. A number 
of other, different equipment configurations are possible ant1 nc- 
ceptable if they guarantee traceability to NRS; e.g., by use of the 
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NBS Time Services either via telephone (figure 2) or via the radio 
station WWV. 

The pilot program began in September 1974. Since that t h e  O V E ~  

200 forks have been tested for more than 40 law enforcement agen- 
cies in Colorado and from Wyoming. All of the tuning forks tested 
were found to oscillate within 5 Hz of the calculated (correct) fie- 
quency (less than 0.2 mph erinr) . 

The acceptance by the enforcenient agencies is enthusiastic. par- 
ticularly for those police departnients having court difficulties. About 
40 percent cf all agencies contacted quickly responded and have had 
their tuning forks calibrated. About 10 percent of the departments 
have indicated interest and their forks are slowly coming in. Forty- 
eight percent either did not have radar units or did not have tuning 
forks for the radar units. Two percent did not find it important to 
have the forks calibrated. 

Tolerances have not been (leveloped for tuning forks us of this 
writing. A tolerance of about +. 1 niph seems acceptable which 
corresponds to f. 31 Hz for a 105.23 JiHz radar gun. Most of the 
tuning forks tested had 8 frequency averaging 2/10 of 1 percent in 
excess of the calculated frequency for that particular speed. Yote : 
this slightly higher frequency is shaded to lw :L slight advantage to 
the violator. 

Reports have been received froni sereral police officers that attor- 
neys in court are starting to question the accuracy of tnning forks 
that appear to be damaged. referring to the scars appearing on the 
forks from striking the unit to make it "ring." Nearly all the forks 
tested by the Colorado laboratory bear these marks. 

The frequencies of the Colorado tuning forks were within 5 IIz 
of the calculated frequencies (same as new forks). 

Two forks were tested that appeared to hare been run over or 
possibly dropped froni a nioving vehicle. Yet when testing the forks. 
the output of each was within 3 Hz of the correct frequency! 

Several forks, when presented for test. did not bear serial nuiii- 
bers or identification. The units were tested and the frequencies 
recorded. Next, each fork was stenciled with appropriate identificri- 
tion. Markings were placed below the tines and just above the 
handle. The forks were retested under the same test conditions. The 
frequencies did not change even though this ]nay be interpreted as n 
scarring of the forks. 

Temperature tests were contluctetl on five tlifferent forks with 
t e n i p e r a t ~ ~ ~ ~ s  ranging froin 0" 14' to 110" F. 'I'he iiverage change i i i  

iiiiles p ~ r  hour was oiily 0.69 ni1)11 for the 110" 14' span. The data for 
four of thew is plotted h i  figiire 3. 

Overt~II, the tuning fork appears to la t i  very stable stunrltirtl 
and suitable for the use intended. 
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FIGURE 3. Equivalent radar gun speed vcrsu8 temperaturc for 4 difleroit  50 
mph tunfng forks.  Theee icerc typical timing fork8 Ichirh nrc used 
to check a radar gun. 

Calilwution of the frqiienry counter iising the 600 H z  tone de- 
rived froni the XBS. WWV trlcplione linr has proven itself totally 
adequate. The largest errors ellcountered haw I M W ~  ? 2 I T z  (less 
than +- 0.1 iiipli). Xote : the teleplionc signal aiito~ntitically “hiiiigs 
up” after 8 niiniites. so oiic slioiild cnrefiilly note the \\’\\’\7 format 
given in the text iinder figiire 2 lwfore calling (308) 499-7111. 

We have received infor1ii:il reports tlint significtiiit litigation w s t  
savings lire realized wlieii tlie ltiw cwforceliient officer prodiices uii 

official calibration certificate which lias nltiniate tvaccability to Sl3S. 


